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Abstract: Using a single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) as a receiver in an optical wireless commu-
nications (OWC) system can effectively expand the transmission distance. However, the performance
of the SPAD receiver is usually affected with the bit error rate (BER) lower bound determined by
background light and the inter-symbol interference (ISI) distortion caused by dead time. In this paper,
external time-gated technology is employed, and the SPAD is only activated within the set gate-ON
time to alleviate the influence of background light and ISI distortion. The SPAD photon counting
model and the communication BER model are established according to the external time-gated
characteristics. Considering the functional relationship among the gate-ON time, signal light flux,
background light flux and blocking time, we take the minimum BER as the optimization target, the
optimal gate-ON time is derived. The numerical results show that whenever the signal light flux or
the background light flux is higher, the BER performance of the time-gated mode is apparently better
than the free-running mode. For example, when signal photons and background photons are 30 and
10 per symbol time, respectively, the BER of free-running SPAD converges to 0.1, while the BER of the
time-gated scheme is about 10−6.

Keywords: single photon avalanche diode (SPAD); optical wireless communications (OWC); time-gated
SPAD; optimal gate-ON time; background light

1. Introduction

The introduction of a single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) in the optical wireless
communication (OWC) system can effectively expand communication distance [1,2], and
reliable transmission can be established in the case of the limited signal power [3]. However,
the lower bound of the SPAD receiver bit error rate (BER) is determined by the background
light. The SPAD detector cannot distinguish the background photon and signal photon
only in one individual avalanche pulse, which requires a longer symbol time to improve
the accuracy of the signal transmission by recording a mass of pulse counts, resulting
in a low data rate of the SPAD receiver [4]. In addition, the influence of dead time on
SPAD communication performance cannot be ignored. Dead time causes the counting
loss and counting block. In a certain symbol period, the dead time after a photon arrival
affects the detection of the next photon, resulting in the counting loss. In adjacent symbol
periods, dead time may lead to inter slot interference (ISI), resulting in count blocking [5,6].
The symbol time of SPAD is generally longer than the dead time, which makes it difficult
to realize high-speed applications. How to use a high-sensitivity SPAD to realize high-
speed communication under noisy ambient light conditions has attracted increasingly
widespread attention.

In order to realize high-speed communication under the background light, array-
receiving pattern can be used for SPAD to expand the dynamic range [7]. Ref. [8] uses a
SPAD array with 60 pixels to realize high-speed transmission in 800 lx background light flux
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intensity, with the maximum data rate at 200 MB/s. In Ref. [9], the author concluded that
for SPAD arrays with the same total effective detection size, the dynamic range is positively
correlated with the number of pixels. In order to achieve a high performance detection
under the intensive background light condition, the SPAD’s array scale has to be increased.
This approach may lead to a decrease in SPAD detection efficiency. Ref. [10] proposes that
if the photon detection efficiency of SPAD array is higher than 14%, the receiver based on
the SPAD array has better sensitivity than the APD receiver in background light. Although
large-scale SPAD arrays can achieve faster data rates and larger dynamic range, the effect
of decreased detection efficiency on the performance of the receiver cannot be ignored [11].

Although the receiver photon detection efficiency may be affected, the improvement
of the dynamic range can provide a stronger ability to resist shot noise. Applying photon
detection techniques with large dynamic ranges to the communication field to enhance the
anti-background lighting capacity of the receiver is a potential solution, such as the time-
gated single photon detection technology [12]. The time-gated SPAD detection scheme
can be used to improve the dynamic range of time-correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) [13]. Laser radar and biomedical devices also reduce the photon incidence of
specific time through the time-gated scheme to improve the detection accuracy [14].

At present, external time-gated techniques have been widely studied in the photon
detection field [15,16], but the use of time-gated schemes in optical wireless communication
systems is still in the initial research stage [17,18]. In communication applications, time-
handed technology can effectively reduce the effects of background photons. However,
time-gated techniques reduce the impact of background photons by decreasing exposure
time, but limited exposure times also reduce the incidence of signal photons [19]. Therefore,
we build the photon count model and BER model of the time-gated mode based on the
photon counting characteristics of the SPAD. We use the minimum BER as the optimization
target, give the optimal gate-ON time according to the signal photons, background photons
and blocking time to optimize the communication performance of the SPAD receiver.

Our contribution:

• By applying the external time-gated technology to the receiving front end, SPAD is
only activated within the set gate-ON time. According to the characteristics as dead
time, gate-ON time and blocking time of AQ-SPAD, the photon counting model and
BER model are constructed.

• Taking the minimum BER as the optimization objective and the gate-ON time as the
independent variable, the optimal gate-ON time is obtained by weighing the signal
photons, background photons and blocking time, which is verified by experiments.

According to the research content, this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
considering the gate-ON time, dead time and ISI distortion, the photon counting model of
time-gated AQ-SPAD is constructed; in Section 3, we build the BER model of time-gated
SPAD, and improve the receiver performance by optimizing the gate-ON time; the influence
of gate-ON time on SPAD performance is analyzed, and the performance of the time-gated
scheme and the free-running scheme is compared in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Time-Gated AQ-SPAD Receiver Modeling

SPAD is very sensitive to the arrival of photons. When the photon arrives and triggers
the avalanche event, the counting pulse output by SPAD can be detected directly. However,
the SPAD cannot respond to incident photons within the dead time after the photon arrival,
resulting in counting loss. The dead time of the active quenching single photon avalanche
diode (AQ-SPAD) is constant. The photons arrival within the dead time will prolong the
dead time of passive quenching single photon avalanche diode (PQ-SPAD). Therefore,
the AQ-SPAD has a higher count rate than the PQ-SPAD. The modeling and research of
this paper is based on AQ-SPAD.

The difference between the free-running scheme and the time-gated scheme is whether
there are additional time-gated signals. For the time-gated SPAD, photon detection only
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occurs in the gate-ON time, and the photons cannot be detected at the gate-OFF time.
The output of the free-running SPAD and the time-gated SPAD is shown in Figure 1a,
the blue dashed portion represents the missed photons. It is worth noting that for AQ-
SPAD, regardless of whether the external gating signal is turned on, it cannot detect photons
before the end of the dead time. Setting gate-ON time can effectively reduce the error count
caused by background photons and alleviate ISI distortion [20].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. The output characteristics of free-running mode and time-gated mode. (a) Free-running
AQ-SPAD and time-gated AQ-SPAD. (b) The output of time-gated SPAD. (If the gate-OFF time is less
than dead time, ISI distortion may occur in AQ-SPAD).

2.1. Single Time-Gated SPAD Receiver

To describe the performance of time-gated AQ-SPAD, it is necessary to establish a
photon counting model to characterize the SPAD. In Figure 1b, TL is the photon arrival
time of the previous symbol. TE is the end time of the avalanche, Tst is the start time of
the symbol, and TC is the symbol duration. Considering ISI distortion, SPAD may have a
blocking time after the beginning of the symbol. The blocking time TBg can be expressed as:

TBg = max{Td − (Tst − TL), 0} (1)

where, Td is dead time. Considering ISI distortion, the actual detection time of the SPAD is
TC − TB. It is worth noting that the blocking time TBg is determined by the gate-ON time,
dead time, and symbol time.

If the dead time is longer than the gate-OFF time, ISI distortion may occur in time-gated
SPAD, and blocking time TBg meets TBg ∈

[
0,Tg

]
. If the dead time Td meets Td > Tc + Tg,
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SPAD will not detect photons at the next gated-ON time. Therefore, the relationship
between blocking time TBg and dead time Td of the gated mode can be expressed as:

TBg =


0, TC − Tg > Td
[0, Tg] TC − Tg < Td < TC + Tg
Tg, TC + Tg < Td

(2)

For the time-gated scheme, the maximum photon count of the SPAD receiver can be
calculated as:

K′MAX =

⌊(
Tg − TBg

)
Td

⌋
+ 1. (3)

The number of effective incident photons can be calculated:

λk′ = λ
(
Tg − TBg − k′Td

)
(4)

where, k′ represents the actual photons count, λ is the photon incidence rate and the unit
is photons/s. Then, the probability density distribution function of the time-gated SPAD
photon count can be calculated [21,22]:

pK(k′) =



k′

∑
i=0

u(i, λk′)−
k′−1
∑

i=0
u(i, λk′), k′ < K′MAX

1−
k′−1
∑

i=0
u(i, λk′), k′ = K′MAX

0. k′ > K′MAX

(5)

where, u(i, λ) = λi

i! e−λ. Considering ISI distortion, SPAD counting means and counting
variance can be calculated [23]:

µK = K′max −
K′max−1

∑
k=0

k′

∑
i=0

u(i, λk′), (6)

σ2
k′ =

K′max−1

∑
k′=0

k′

∑
i=0

(
2K′max − 2k′ − 1

)
u(i, λk′)−

(
K′max−1

∑
k′=0

k′

∑
i=0

u(i, λk′)

)2

(7)

2.2. Time-Gated SPAD Array Receiver

According to the single time-gated AQ-SPAD photon counting model, we build the
AQ-SPADs array photon counting model. We assume that each unit in the SPAD array has
the same physical characteristics. For the AQ-SPAD array, blocking time vectors TBg can be
expressed as:

TBg = {TBg,1, TBg,2, · · · , TBg,n}T . (8)

We assume that the SPAD in the array is an independent count, and the output of the
SPADs array can be expressed as:

Y =
Narray

∑
i=1

ki
(
TBg,i

)
. (9)

where ki represents the actual output of each SPAD. The mean and variance of the AQ-SPAD
array then can be represented as:

µY =
Narray

∑
i=1

uk′ i (λk′ , TBg,i), (10)
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σ2
Y =

Narray

∑
i=1

σ2
k′ i
(λk′ , TBg,i). (11)

According to the mean and variance, the counting model of the time-gated AQ-SPAD
array can be approximately calculated as:

P
(
yn, TBg

)
=

1√
2π

Narray

∑
i=1

σ2
k′ i

(
λk′ , TBg,i

) exp

−
(

yn −
Narray

∑
i=1

uK′ i (λk′ i , TBg,i)

)2

2
Narray

∑
i=1

σ2
k′ i

(
λk′ i , TBg,i

)
 (12)

The probability mass function of the time-gated SPAD array is shown in Figure 2.
The histogram of the photon counting distribution is fitted with the Gaussian distribution
curve. The gate-ON times are defined as 0.25TC, 0.5TC, 0.75TC, and TC. With the increase of
gate-ON time, the count means and variance of “1” signal photon and “0” signal photon
increase. When the gate-ON time is 0.75TC and TC, the output of the SPAD has ISI distortion.
The random blocking time makes the fitting accurate, but basically reflects the photon
count statistical characteristics of the time-gated SPAD.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. The probability mass function of time-gated SPAD array, the distribution of “1” signal
and “0” signal is shown in red and blue respectively. (Ng = 16, TC = 2Td, λ1 = 5/TC, λ0 = 0.5/TC).
(a) Tg = 0.25TC. (b) Tg = 0.5TC. (c) Tg = 0.75TC. (d) Tg = TC.

Figure 3 shows the effect of gate-ON time on the photon detection probability and
variance of SPAD. We use photon detection probability and variance as the research objects.
The ratio of photon detection probability and variance can be approximately regarded
as the signal-to-noise ratio of the time-gated SPAD receiver. When the photon flux is
weak, increasing the incident photon can improve the photon detection probability of the
SPAD. This is because that low photon flux is the main reason affecting the performance
of time-gated AQ-SPAD. Increasing the gate-ON time can effectively improve the photon
flux. The detection performance of SPAD increases with the rises of gate-ON time. With the
rise of incident photon flux, the photon detection probability of SPAD still benefits from
the rise of gate-ON time, and the variance of detection probability tends to be stable.
Increasing the gate-ON time is beneficial to the performance of time-gated SPAD. Further
increasing photon flux and gate-ON time, the promotion of the SPAD receiver detection
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performance is no longer significant. SPAD only requires a shorter gate-ON time to meet the
detection performance requirements, the variance is slight, and the statistical characteristics
of photons are better. Therefore, when the photon flux is weak, the gate-ON time can be
increased to enhance the detection performance of the SPAD. When the photon flux is
intense, the time-gated SPAD can be optimized without loss of performance by selecting a
reasonable gate-ON time.

Figure 3. The influence of gate-ON time on the photon detection probability and variance.

3. Time-Gated SPAD Optimization Technology
3.1. BER of Time-Gated SPAD

This section mainly studies the communication performance of time-gated AQ-SPAD.
In the transmitting end, ON-OFF keying (OOK) modulation is often considered a reference
modulation scheme for evaluating BER performance [24]. In the OOK modulation scheme,
the optical signal has only two intensity levels. During each symbol time, the count of the
SPAD array is required to determine “0” and “1” signals. The BER of the SPAD receiver
consists of the probability that the “0” error is transmitted to “1” and the “1” error is trans-
mitted to “0”. If the “0” and “1” signals of the transmitting end have the same probability,
the minimum BER can be obtained by intending the intersection of the probability density
function of the “0” and “1” signals as the decision threshold. The probability density
function of “0” and “1” signals can be expressed as:

Pr1 ∼ N
(
u1
(
λ1, TBg

)
, σ2

1
(
λ1, TBg

))
,

Pr0 ∼ N
(
u0
(
λ0, T′Bg

)
, σ2

0
(
λ0, T′Bg

))
.

(13)

Among them, µ1, σ1, σ0, µ0 represent the mean and variance of photon count of “1” sig-
nal and “0” signal, respectively. TBg and T′Bg represent the blocking time variables caused
by “1” signal and “0” signals, respectively, µ1 and µ0 can be calculated by Equation (6), σ1
and σ0 can be calculated by Equation (7). The photon flux of the “0” signal can be calculated
by the background light power, which can be expressed as:

λ0 =
RPbPDE

Nghv
, (14)

The photon flux of the “1” signal is determined by the background light power and
signal light power, which can be calculated:

λ1 =
R(Pb + Pr)PDE

Nghv
. (15)

where R is the responsivity, and the unit is A/W, Pr is signal light power, Pb is the back-
ground light power, PDE is the detection efficiency, Ng is the number of pixels of the SPAD
array, h is the Planck constant, v is the frequency of light signal, and hv usually represents
photon energy.

According to the maximum likelihood criterion, the optimal decision threshold for the
time-gated SPAD receiver can be calculated as [25]:
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Nth =

µ0
σ2

0
− µ1

σ2
1
+

√(
µ0
σ2

0
− µ1

σ2
1

)2
−
(

1
σ2

0
− 1

σ2
1

)[(
µ2

0
σ2

0
− µ2

1
σ2

1

)
+ 2 ln σ0

σ1

]
1

σ2
0
− 1

σ2
1

. (16)

Simplify Equation (16) and extract the main terms. The optimal decision threshold can
be approximately calculated as:

Nth =
µ1(λ1, TBg)σ0(λ0, TBg) + µ0(λ0, TBg)σ1(λ1, TBg)

σ0(λ0, TBg) + σ1(λ1, TBg)
, (17)

where, µ1, µ0, σ2
1 , σ2

0 represent the mean and variance of the “1” signal and “0” signal,
respectively, which is the basis for selecting the appropriate decision threshold. In addition,
considering ISI distortion, the decision threshold will be affected by the random vectors
TBg. The optimal decision threshold is usually not an integer and must be determined
according to the rounded result.

When transmitting the OOK signal, it is necessary to compare the photon count with
the decision threshold Nth [3]. When sending the “1” signal, the photon count is compared
with the threshold value. If the count value is lower than the decision threshold value, it
is considered that the “1” signal transmission is wrong, which can be represented by Pe01.
Similarly, when the “0” signal is transmitted, the photon count is higher than the threshold,
it is considered that the transmission is wrong, which can be represented by Pe10. Based on
this, the BER of external time-gated AQ-SPAD can be expressed as:

BER =
1
2
(Pe01 + Pe10) =

1
2

(
Nth−1

∑
i=0

p1
(
TBg,i, λ1

)
+

Ng

∑
j=Nth

p0
(
TBg,j, λ0

))
. (18)

where P1 and P0 represent the probability density function of “1” signal and “0” signal,
respectively. In actual calculations, it is necessary to perform multiple calculations to obtain
average BER to reduce the effects of random vectors TBg on the results.

3.2. Gate-Width Optimal Technology

At the receiving end, the gate-ON time directly determines the performance of the time-
gated SPAD. Appropriate gate-ON time can not only effectively reduce the background
photons, but also suppress ISI distortion, to improve the communication performance.
However, the signal photon is not detectable in the gate-OFF time, and the gated mode
may cause the signal photon counting loss, resulting in a decrease in receiver performance.
Therefore, signal photons, background photons, and ISI distortion should be considered
in the performance analysis of the time-gated SPAD. Taking the minimization of BER as
the optimization target, the blocking time, signal photons, and background photons as
constraint conditions, the appropriate gate-ON time is selected to obtain the best BER
performance. This optimization problem can be expressed as:

arg min
Tg

BER

S.t.

Ks = (λ1 + λb)Tg
Kb = λbTg

0 ≤ Tg ≤ Ts
0 ≤ TBg ≤ Tg

(19)

In order to solve the optimization problem, according to Equations (6) and (7), the ran-
dom variable blocking time vectors TBg also affects the optimal gated-ON time in addition
to KS and Kb. ISI distortion can only be eliminated when the gate-OFF time exceeds the
blocking time. In addition, the concavity and convexity of the BER function are affected by
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KS and Kb. In this paper, the optimal gate-ON time is obtained by numerical simulation,
and the accuracy of the results is verified.

4. Simulation and Discussion

In this section, the optimal gate-ON time is obtained by Monte Carlo numerical
simulation. In this simulation, the PDE is set to 0.45, the dead time is 25 ns, and the symbol
time is 37.5 ns. Two sizes of SPAD receivers are considered, including Ng = 16 small-scale
array and Ng = 64 medium-scale array. For Ng = 16 SPAD array receivers, the decision
threshold has a great impact on the BER. The array with Ng = 64 can reduce the impact of
the decision threshold on the change of BER. The experimental results have a SPAD array
of Ng = 16, which retains the influence of the decision threshold on the BER. For the SPAD
array with Ng = 64, the effect of decision threshold on BER fluctuations is lowered, and the
BER curve is smoother. The parameters of the SPAD system are referred to Refs. [2,26] and
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. SPAD system parameter table.

Characteristics Parameter Value

Photon Detection Efficiency @550 nm 0.45
Dead time 25 ns

Symbol time 37.5 ns
Gate-On time 0∼37.5 ns

Number of SPADs 16/64

4.1. Impact of Gate-ON Time on Receiver Performance

According to the BER performance of SPAD, KS, Kb, and Tg are the main factors
affecting the time-gated SPAD receiver. Firstly, the influence of different gate-ON time on
BER is analyzed.

The performance of time-gated SPAD is observed by setting different gate-ON times.
To explain the results, we set different signal photon flux and background photon flux to
verification. The experimental results are shown in Figure 4. When the background photon
flux or signal photon flux are weak, increasing the gate-ON time can effectively improve
BER performance. Further increasing the background photon flux, the SPAD receiver has
an optimal gate-ON time.

In order to further explore the functional relationship between gate-ON time, back-
ground photon, and signal photon, we set the target BER as 10−3 and fixed the gate-ON
time as 10 ns, 15 ns, and 20 ns. By changing the background photon, we observe the number
of minimum signal photons to achieve the target BER. The results are shown in Figure 5.
When the background photon is weak, Tg = 20 ns requires the least signal photons to
achieve the target BER. Further increasing the background photon flux, the longer the gate-
ON time, the more signal photon flux required to achieve the target BER. The reason for
this result is that as the background photon increases, the BER performance of the receiver
is mainly affected by the background photon, and the increasing gate time may result in
more background photon incidents, making the BER performance decrease. If a shorter
gate-ON time is selected, the influence of background photons on BER can be reduced,
and fewer signal photons are to achieve the target BER. The SPAD array receiver of Ng = 64
is selected, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 5. When the background light
flux is weak, the gate-ON time Tg = 20 ns requires the least signal photons to achieve the
target BER, but different gate-ON times are less affected by BER performance. With the
increase of background photon flux, when the gate-ON time is 20 ns, more signal photons
are needed to achieve the target BER, and when the gate-ON time is 10 ns, fewer signal
photons are required to achieve the target BER. Therefore, the SPAD’s optimal gate-ON
time needs to be selected according to the background photons and signal photons.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The influence of gated-ON time on the performance of time-gated SPAD. (a) Ng = 16.
(b) Ng = 64.

4.2. Optimal Gate-ON Time

In order to obtain the optimal gate-ON time, the background photon flux of different
intensities is selected. Signal photons are independent variables, and the optimal gate-ON
time is obtained by numerical simulation. The results are shown in Figure 6. When the
signal photon flux and background photon flux are weak, the gate-ON time is the main
factor affecting the performance of the SPAD receiver, and the shorter gate-ON time will
affect the photons incidence, the optimal gate-ON time is the symbol time TC.

The output photon count of SPAD has an exponential relationship with the signal
photon. Further increasing the signal photon flux, the SPAD output does not exceed the
maximum count. Although the gated mode reduces the incidence of signal photons, it has
little effect on the actual counting output, and the appropriate gate-ON time can suppress
the incidence of background photons and improve the BER performance.

When the signal light flux is low and the background light flux is high, the lower
bound of BER is affected by the background light. Appropriate gate-ON time needs to be
set to reduce the influence of background photons on communication performance and
improve the performance of SPAD. When the signal light flux and the background light
flux are high, the appropriate gate-ON time can effectively reduce the signal photons and
the background photons, so that the signal photons and the background photons reach the
appropriate ratio to enhance the performance of the SPAD. The results of Figure 6 can be
explained reasonably by the above situation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Background photons and signal photons required to achieve the target BER. (a) Ng = 16.
(b) Ng = 64.

When the signal and background photon is low, the optimal external gate-ON time
is symbol time. As the signal photon flux increases, the optimal gate-ON time is less.
On the one hand, the SPAD has the upper limit of the photon count. Excessive signal
photon incident does not change the maximum count, and the gated mode reduces the
signal photon incident, but the signal photon flux is sufficient, and the BER performance is
less affected; on the other hand, the gated mode reduces the incidence of the background
photon, alleviates the counting error of the SPAD and enhances the BER performance.
In other words, the gated mode reduces the signal photon flux, resulting in the loss of
BER performance, but it also reduces the background photon flux and improves the BER
performance. By weighing the performance loss and performance gain caused by the
gated mode, the optimal gate-ON time is obtained to achieve the optimal performance of
time-gated AQ-SPAD. When the background photons flux is high, the lower bound of the
BER is determined by the background photons. The gated mode reduces the influence of
the background light flux, improving the communication performance of the SPAD.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The optimal gate-ON time under different signal intensity. (a) Ng = 16. (b) Ng = 64.

4.3. The Performance Comparison of the Gated Mode and the Free-Running Mode

In order to further illustrate the results of Figure 6, the BER performance of gated
mode and free-running mode is compared, and the results are shown in Figure 7. The gated
mode is operated in the optimal gate-ON time, and the free-running mode does not have
an additional external gate signal, the SPAD can be exposed in the whole symbol cycle.
When the signal flux is low, the performance of a free-running SPAD is equivalent to the
time-gated SPAD. With the increase of signal photon flux, the BER of the free-running
SPAD receiver decreases and reaches the lower limit. The lowest BER of free-running
AQ-SPAD is determined by the background light. For time-gated SPAD, the performance
is equivalent to free-running mode at low signal light flux. As the signal increases, the BER
of free-running SPAD achieves the lower limit. The BER of the time-gated SPAD decreases
monotonously, the background light has a small impact, and the time-gated SPAD can
achieve a lower BER.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Performance comparison of time-gated SPAD and free-running SPAD. (a) Ng = 16. (b) Ng = 64.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we use the time-gated AQ-SPAD as a receiver to achieve better communi-
cation performance by optimizing the gate-ON time. The photon counting model based on
external time-gated AQ-SPAD is established according to counting characteristics and ISI
distortion. The BER model of the time-gated AQ-SPAD receiver is constructed. In addition,
we use the minimum BER as an optimized target, and determine the optimal gate-ON time
according to the signal photon flux and background photon flux. Numerical experiments
show that the gated mode enhances the background of the AQ-SPAD receiver. Moreover,
the gated mode has better BER performance than the free-running mode, especially when
the signal light flux or the background light flux is higher, and the BER performance of the
time-gated mode is apparently better than the free-running mode.
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